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Description

BACKGROUND

Field of the Various Embodiments

[0001] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
generally to assemblies that include light emitting ele-
ments and, more specifically, to techniques for automat-
ically identifying and localizing wireless light emitting el-
ements.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Whether at live concerts, at parties, or at home,
the experience of listening to music is often enhanced
when accompanied by a display of colored lights in shift-
ing patterns. Such displays of colored lights are typically
referred to as light shows. The physical structures hous-
ing the colored lights used in light shows typically include
a lighting system with a lighting substrate composed of
a rigid or flexible material, on or in which the multiple
individual light emitting elements are either mounted or
embedded. The lighting substrate may be composed of
an acoustically transparent or translucent material,
where sound waves transmitted by the loudspeaker are
able to pass through the lighting substrate with relatively
low attenuation. In such cases, the lighting substrate may
be placed in front of a loudspeaker. Each of the light
emitting elements is wired, via a wiring harness, to a par-
ticular location on a controller. The controller individually
controls the color and intensity of each mounted light
emitting element to generate various shifting patterns.
The controller produces various lighting effects by con-
trolling and synchronizing the timing of color and intensity
changes by transmitting signals to each of the individual
light emitting elements via the wiring harness.
[0003] One drawback of having wired light emitting el-
ements is that the material and labor costs for wiring each
individual light emitting element to the controller can be
significant relative to the cost of the overall lighting sys-
tem. For example, the material and labor costs include
the cost of the wire harness between each of the light
emitting elements and the controller and the costs to
place and route each wire harness between a particular
light emitting element and a particular corresponding lo-
cation on the controller. Another drawback of having
wired light emitting elements is that the wiring harnesses
provide an acoustic barrier that can prevent sound waves
from efficiently passing through areas of the lighting sub-
strate covered by the wiring harnesses. In applications
where the lighting system is placed in front of one or more
speakers, the wiring harnesses may attenuate or reflect
sound waves transmitted by the speakers, thereby de-
creasing the effective volume of the speakers.
[0004] One possible solution to the above problems is
to place wireless light emitting elements on the lighting
substrate. Wireless light emitting elements are config-

ured to receive control information and power wirelessly,
thereby removing the need for a wire harness. In such
an implementation, each wireless light emitting element
is associated with a different identifier (ID). To generate
different shifting light patterns, the controller controls the
timing of the color and intensity for each light emitting
element by transmitting control messages to the different
light emitting elements. Each of those control messages
identifies a particular target light emitting element via the
ID.
[0005] One drawback of the above solution is that the
IDs for the individual light emitting elements are usually
unknown before the lighting substrate is assembled into
the lighting system. In fact, during assembly, a machine
typically picks the light emitting elements randomly from
a pool of available light emitting elements, without regard
to the IDs of the selected light emitting elements, and
places the light emitting elements onto or embeds the
light emitting elements into the lighting substrate. Con-
sequently, during or after the lighting system is assem-
bled, the ID of each light emitting element has to be man-
ually recorded along with the corresponding position of
each light emitting element on the lighting substrate. The
resulting mapping between light emitting element IDs and
corresponding positions is then manually programmed
into the controller. The manual process of recording the
mapping and programming the mapping into the control-
ler can be labor intensive and error prone. Further, if one
or more light emitting elements included in a given lighting
system need to be replaced during operation, the same
manual techniques described above must be followed,
thereby increasing overall maintenance costs.
[0006] US 2009/051624 A1 discloses a method and
an apparatus for presenting a light signal, using a plurality
of light signal sources. Therein, the plurality of light signal
sources are located within a predetermined space, and
the method comprises receiving a respective positioning
signal from each of the light signal sources, generating
location data indicative of locations of the plurality of light
signal sources, based upon the positioning signals, gen-
erating output data for each of the plurality of light signal
sources based upon the information signal and the loca-
tion data, and transmitting the output data to the light
signal sources to present the information signal.
[0007] EP 2 315 503 A2 discloses a method and sys-
tem for allocating operating addresses to light sources,
wherein a light source is uniquely identified by an original
address, and further a less complex operational address,
which in particular corresponds to a position of a light
source, is allocated to the light source, in order to facilitate
communication to the light source. The method compris-
es sending a request to a light source based on its original
address, wherein the light source is requested to send
an optical signal, detecting the position of the light source
by means for detecting optical signals and means for
analyzing the optical signal, and allocating an operation
address to the light source based on the detected posi-
tion.
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[0008] WO 2014/108784 A2 discloses a method for
enabling a user to control coded light (CL) sources. The
method is performed after obtaining at least one image
of a scene being illuminated by at least one CL source,
wherein the image of the CL source is present within the
acquired image. The method further includes processing
the acquired image to determine, based on the code em-
bedded into the light output of the CL source, that the
light output of that source is present within the scene,
providing a user interface illustrating the scene, and pro-
viding a control icon within the user interface, the icon
indicating to a user, based on the determined location of
the CL source, that the icon is adapted to control the CL
source.
[0009] As the foregoing illustrates, more effective ways
for identifying and localizing wireless light emitting ele-
ments included in lighting systems would be useful.

SUMMARY

[0010] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a computer-implemented method for identifying and lo-
cating wireless light emitting elements within a lighting
system. The method includes transmitting a message to
instruct a first light emitting element included in a plurality
of light emitting elements within the lighting system to
emit light having a first characteristic. The method further
includes detecting, via a photosensitive device, a first
location of the first light emitting element within the light-
ing system based on the first characteristic. The method
further includes storing a data entry in a memory, wherein
the first location is associated with the first light emitting
element. The method further comprises transmitting a
second message to instruct the first light emitting element
to emit light having a second characteristic, and verifying,
via the photosensitive device, the first location of the first
light emitting element based on the second characteris-
tic.
[0011] Other embodiments include, without limitation,
a computer readable medium including instructions for
performing one or more aspects of the disclosed tech-
niques, as well as a computing device for performing one
or more aspects of the disclosed techniques.
[0012] At least one advantage of the approach de-
scribed herein is that wireless light emitting elements are
automatically identified and located during post assem-
bly testing, thereby reducing labor costs associated with
manually presorting or recording IDs of the light emitting
elements. The reduction in labor costs may result in lower
total product cost and/or an increase in the quantity of
wireless light emitting elements that may be deployed for
a given target product cost.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS

[0013] So that the manner in which the recited features
of the one or more embodiments set forth above can be

understood in detail, a more particular description of the
one or more embodiments, briefly summarized above,
may be had by reference to certain specific embodi-
ments, some of which are illustrated in the appended
drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the appended
drawings illustrate only typical embodiments and are
therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope in any
manner, for the scope of the various embodiments sub-
sumes other embodiments as well.

Figure 1 illustrates a system configured to implement
one or more aspects of the various embodiments;

Figure 2 is a more detailed block diagram of the cal-
ibration system of Figure 1, according to various em-
bodiments;

Figure 3 is a more detailed block diagram of the con-
troller of Figure 1, according to various embodi-
ments;

Figure 4 is a more detailed illustration of the lighting
substrate of Figure 1, according to various embodi-
ments;

Figures 5A-5C are conceptual illustrations of how
the system of Figure 1 may be configured to calibrate
light emitting elements placed on or embedded in
different lighting substrate configurations, according
to various embodiments; and

Figure 6 is a flow diagram of method steps for iden-
tifying and localizing wireless light emitting elements
that are placed on or embedded in a lighting sub-
strate, according to various embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] In the following description, numerous specific
details are set forth to provide a more thorough under-
standing of certain specific embodiments. However, it
will be apparent to one of skill in the art that other em-
bodiments may be practiced without one or more of these
specific details or with additional specific details.
[0015] Among other things, the embodiments de-
scribed herein pertain to programmatic techniques for
mapping a group of wireless light emitting elements with-
in a lighting system by identifying and localizing the light
emitting elements visually via a calibration system. Var-
ious embodiments relate to calibration systems where
light emitting elements are arranged on or in a lighting
substrate in a random or unknown way (e.g., due to pro-
duction methods) and need to be identified and localized
automatically during a calibration procedure performed
during the manufacturing process. Various embodiments
also relate to implementations that include multiple self-
powered or wirelessly-powered light emitting elements
with wireless communication capabilities. These light
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emitting elements may be arranged in any one-dimen-
sional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), or three-dimensional
(3D) spatial configuration, and their respective locations
are either random or unknown prior to the calibration
process.
[0016] The 1D, 2D, or 3D spatial configuration of the
light emitting elements may be low resolution, having a
relative small number of light emitting elements, or high
resolution, having a larger number of light emitting ele-
ments. In either case, the light emitting elements are ar-
ranged to provide a particular visual display. In order to
create the intended visual appearance, the location of
each light emitting element, relative to other light emitting
elements, is determined and associated with a unique ID
corresponding to the light emitting element.
[0017] In order to simplify the manufacturing process,
the light emitting elements may be placed on or embed-
ded in a lighting substrate in such a way that the location
of a specific light emitting element is not known during
the placement process. For example, and without limita-
tion, a machine could pick and place the light emitting
elements on or in a lighting substrate without being aware
of the IDs of the light emitting elements. As a result, the
exact position of each light emitting element is not known
after the lighting system is assembled. Via the disclosed
techniques, the location and corresponding identity of
each light emitting element is determined automatically
and stored in a database. With this information, the indi-
vidual light emitting elements may be addressed in a
meaningful way in order to generate an overall visual
experience that gives the appearance of a visual display.
For example, and without limitation, if the light emitting
elements are arranged on or in the lighting substrate in
a 2D grid pattern, then the overall visual experience could
be to display any desired visual image via the lighting
system, similar to visual images available via other pixel-
based display technologies, such as LCD and LED dis-
plays.

System Overview

[0018] Figure 1 illustrates a system 100 configured to
implement one or more aspects of the various embodi-
ments. As shown, system 100 includes, without limita-
tion, a lighting system 104, a calibration system 102, and
one or more cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N.
[0019] Lighting system 104 includes, without limitation,
a lighting substrate 107 and a controller 108. In various
embodiments, lighting substrate 107 may be any rigid or
flexible structure that includes one or more wireless light
emitting elements 106 for visual display or effect and ar-
ranged in any configuration, as set forth in greater detail
herein. In some embodiments, light emitting elements
106 are embedded into a lighting substrate 107 made of
a flexible material such as cloth. Lighting substrate 107
may be constructed to fit around a surface of any arbitrary
shape, including, without limitation, a cube, a rectangular
solid, and a cylinder. Alternatively, lighting substrate 107

may include one or more cords or chains, where light
emitting elements are distributed along the cords or
chains. Lighting substrate 107 may be constructed from
an acoustically transparent or translucent material where
sound waves transmitted by the loudspeaker are able to
pass through lighting substrate 107 with relatively low
attenuation.
[0020] Lighting substrate 107, in turn, is fitted with any
technically feasible number of light emitting elements
106. Light emitting elements 106 may employ any tech-
nically feasible lighting technology, including, without lim-
itation, light emitting diodes (LEDs), backlit liquid crystal
displays (LCDs), or incandescent lights. Light emitting
elements 106 may emit any form of light, including, with-
out limitation, visible light, infrared light, and ultraviolet
light. Light emitting elements 106 may be configured to
emit light of a single color or frequency, or, in the alter-
native, at a variably adjustable color or frequency. Light
emitting elements 106 include a wireless communication
capability and may be arranged on or within the lighting
substrate 107 within lighting system 104 in any techni-
cally feasible configuration.
[0021] Light emitting elements 106 are wirelessly ad-
dressable via any technically feasible communications
technique, including, without limitation, radio frequency
(RF), infrared (IR), ultrasound, ultraviolet (UV), electric
field, and radio frequency identification (RFID) technol-
ogies. In various embodiments, light emitting elements
106 may be self-powered via any technically feasible
technique, including, without limitation, miniaturized bat-
teries and super capacitor technologies. In various em-
bodiments, light emitting elements 106 may be wirelessly
powered via any technically feasible technique, includ-
ing, without limitation, light harvesting, temperature dif-
ference, vibration, acoustic energy, radio field, magnetic
field, and electric field technologies. In addition, in various
embodiments, light emitting elements 106 may include
sensing capabilities, including, without limitation, electric
field sensing and RF sensing technologies.
[0022] In operation, controller 108 communicates with
light emitting elements 106 over a wireless communica-
tions channel 120. Controller 108 transmits messages to
light emitting elements 106 to control the color, intensity,
and timing of the light emitted by each of the light emitting
elements 106. In addition, controller 108 exchanges var-
ious control and initialization messages with light emitting
elements 106. For example, and without limitation, con-
troller 108 could transmit a message instructing all light
emitting elements 106 to return an identification mes-
sage. In response, each of the light emitting elements
106 could return a message that includes the ID of the
particular light emitting element 106. Further, controller
108 communicates with calibration system 102 via com-
munications channel 130. Communications channel 130
may be any technically feasible wired or wireless com-
munications channel.
[0023] In operation, calibration system 102 is config-
ured to implement one or more of the techniques set forth
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herein, to identify and localize light emitting elements
106. In various embodiments, when implementing these
techniques, calibration system 102 may communicate
with controller 108 included within lighting system 104
via communications channel 130. Alternatively, or in ad-
dition, calibration system 102 may communicate directly
with and directly control light emitting elements 106 via
a wireless communications channel (not explicitly
shown). In some embodiments, calibration system 102
may include a controller similar to controller 108 illustrat-
ed in Figure 1, where the controller 108 is configured to
communicate directly with and directly control light emit-
ting elements 106 via a wireless communications chan-
nel. Calibration system 102 receives images from one or
more cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N via communica-
tions channels 140-1, 140-2, ... 140-N, respectively.
Communications channels 140-1, 140-2, ... 140-N may
be any technically feasible wired or wireless communi-
cations channels, in any combination.
[0024] During manufacturing, light emitting elements
106 are placed onto lighting substrate 107 in a particular
physical arrangement, such as a grid pattern, but without
regard to the IDs of light emitting elements 106. In various
embodiments, light emitting elements 106 may be placed
onto lighting substrate 107 either manually or via an au-
tomated process. Then, lighting substrate 107 is affixed
to one or more surfaces of lighting system 104. Lighting
system 104 is then placed in a particular orientation with
respect to cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N. In general,
the number of cameras 110 is selected based on the
physical arrangement of light emitting elements 106,
such that each light emitting element 106 is viewable by
at least one of cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N. In some
embodiments, if light emitting elements 106 are arranged
onto a planar surface, then one camera directed to the
planar surface may be sufficient to determine the location
of all light emitting elements 106. In other embodiments,
if light emitting elements 106 are arranged onto a cylin-
drical surface, then two or three cameras directed to dif-
ferent portions of the cylindrical surface may be needed
to determine the location of all light emitting elements
106. Lighting system 104 is placed in a predefined man-
ner to have a fixed orientation with respect to each of
cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N. As an alternative, one
camera 110-1 may be deployed, and lighting system 104
may be rotated and/or articulated in a predefined way
until camera 110-1 has viewed, identified, and located
all of the light emitting elements 106.
[0025] In various embodiments, various photosensi-
tive devices other than cameras may be deployed as an
alternative to, or in addition to, cameras 110-1, 110-2, ...
110-N. Such photosensitive devices may include, without
limitation photosensors, photo resistors, photo diodes,
and photocells.
[0026] To identify and localize light emitting elements
106, calibration system 102 first transmits a message to
controller 108 instructing that IDs for all light emitting el-
ements 106 be returned. After receiving the IDs for all

light emitting elements 106, calibration system 102 then
transmits a message to controller 108 to cause one or
more light emitting elements 106, with specified IDs, to
emit light at a particular color and intensity and/or with a
particular timing pattern. Calibration system 102 receives
images from one or more cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-
N. Calibration system 102 analyzes the images to detect
light at the specified colors, intensities, and/or timing pat-
terns. Based on the images and on the location of lighting
system 104 relative to each of cameras 110-1, 110-2, ...
110-N, calibration system 102 determines the location of
each light emitting element 106 that is emitting light as
specified. Calibration system 102 associates the location
of each light emitting element 106 with the corresponding
ID and stores the associations as a data entry in a data-
base. Calibration system 102 repeats this process until
locations are identified for all light emitting elements 106.
Calibration system 102 then transmits the database to
controller 108 so that controller 108 has a mapping of
the location of each light emitting element 106 along with
the ID for the particular light emitting element 106.
[0027] In one example, and without limitation, calibra-
tion system 102 could transmit a message instructing
one light emitting element 106 with a specified ID to emit
light. Based on the images from each of cameras 110-1,
110-2, ... 110-N and on the location of lighting system
104 relative to cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N, calibra-
tion system 102 determines the location of the light emit-
ting element 106. Calibration system 102 associates the
location with the specified ID of the light emitting element
106 and stores the association as a data entry in a da-
tabase. Calibration system 102 repeats this process until
the location and ID for each light emitting element 106 is
determined.
[0028] In another example, and without limitation, cal-
ibration system 102 transmits a message instructing one
or more light emitting elements 106 with specified IDs to
emit light with different lighting characteristics. The light-
ing characteristics could include, without limitation, color
value, intensity value, and timing, in any technically fea-
sible combination. If one of the lighting characteristics is
color value, then calibration system 102 would transmit
a message to instruct that each of light emitting elements
106 with specified IDs emit light with different colors. If
one of the lighting characteristics is intensity value, then
calibration system 102 would transmit a message to in-
struct that each of light emitting elements 106 with spec-
ified IDs emit light with different intensity, or brightness.
[0029] If one of the lighting characteristics is timing,
then calibration system 102 would transmit a message
to instruct that each of light emitting elements 106 with
specified IDs emit light with different timing patterns. In
such cases, calibration system 102 could instruct that
each of light emitting elements 106 with specified IDs
emit light with different duty cycles and/or different strobe
frequencies. Alternatively, calibration system 102 could
instruct that each of light emitting elements 106 with spec-
ified IDs emit light with different encoded and modulated
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data, where the data could be the ID for the correspond-
ing light emitting device 106. The message could be en-
coded via any technically feasible approach, including,
without limitation, pulse-code modulation (PCM), quad-
rature amplitude modulation (QAM), and pulse width
modulation (PWM). Based on the images from each of
cameras 110-1, 110-2, ... 110-N and on the location of
lighting system 104 relative to cameras 110-1, 110-2, ...
110-N, calibration system 102 determines the location of
the light emitting elements 106 emitting light with different
lighting characteristics. Calibration system 102 associ-
ates the locations with the specified IDs of the light emit-
ting element 106s and stores the associations as data
entries in a database. Calibration system 102 repeats
this process until the location and ID for each light emit-
ting element 106 is determined.
[0030] Figure 2 is a more detailed block diagram of the
calibration system 102 of Figure 1, according to various
embodiments. As shown, calibration system 102 in-
cludes, without limitation, a processor 204, a system disk
206, an input/output (I/O) devices interface 208, a net-
work interface 210, an interconnect 212, and a system
memory 214. In various implementations, calibration sys-
tem 102 may include a server machine, personal com-
puter, laptop computer, tablet computer, personal digital
assistant, mobile phone, mobile device or any other de-
vice suitable for practicing one or more of the contem-
plated embodiments.
[0031] Processor 204 may be any technically feasible
form of processing device configured process data and
execute program code. Processor 204 could be, for ex-
ample and without limitation, a central processing unit
(CPU), a digital signal processor (DSP), a graphics
processing unit (GPU), an application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
and so forth. Processor 204 includes one or more
processing cores. In operation, processor 204 is the mas-
ter processor of calibration system 102, controlling and
coordinating operations of other system components.
System memory 214 stores software applications and
data for use by processor 204. Processor 204 executes
software applications stored within system memory 214
and optionally an operating system. In particular, proc-
essor 204 executes software and then performs one or
more of the functions and operations set forth in the
present application.
[0032] Similarly, processor 204 is configured to store
application data (e.g., software libraries) and retrieve ap-
plication data from system memory 214. Interconnect
212 is configured to facilitate transmission of data, such
as programming instructions and application data, be-
tween processor 204, system disk 206, I/O devices in-
terface 208, network interface 210, and system memory
214. I/O devices interface 208 is configured to receive
input data from I/O devices 216 and transmit the input
data to processor 204 via interconnect 212. I/O devices
interface 208 is further configured to receive output data
from processor 204 via interconnect 212 and transmit

the output data to I/O devices 216. For example, and
without limitation, I/O devices 216 may include one or
more microphones, one or more speakers, one or more
audio signals from a media system, a keyboard, a mouse,
and/or other input and output devices.
[0033] System memory 214 includes, without limita-
tion, a calibration application 217 that, in turn, includes
an identification and location module 218 and a testing
module 219. In operation, identification and location mod-
ule 218 transmits instructions, in the form of messages,
to identify and locate light emitting elements 106 of light-
ing system 104 via one or more of the techniques de-
scribed herein. Identification and location module 218
associates the ID of each light emitting element 106 with
a corresponding location and stores the associations as
data entries in a light emitting element mapping database
235. Identification and location module 218 then trans-
mits light emitting element mapping database 235 to con-
troller 108 of lighting system 104. In operation, testing
module 219 tests and verifies the location and identity of
light emitting elements 106. Testing module 219 trans-
mits instructions, in the form of messages, to controller
108 of lighting system 104 to cause one or more light
emitting elements 106 to emit light with various lighting
characteristics including, without limitation, color value,
intensity value, and timing. Testing module 219 verifies
that the location of each light emitting element 106 match-
es the location determined by identification and location
module 218.
[0034] System disk 206 may include one or more hard
disk drives, solid state storage devices, or similar storage
devices. System disk 206 is configured to store non-vol-
atile data such as light emitting element mapping data-
base 235. Light emitting element mapping database 235
stores associations between IDs and location for each
light emitting element 106, as further described herein.
In some embodiments, network interface 210 may be
configured to operate in compliance with the Ethernet
standard.
[0035] Figure 3 is a more detailed block diagram of the
controller 108 of Figure 1, according to various embodi-
ments. As shown, controller 108 includes, without limita-
tion, a processor 304, a system disk 306, an input/output
(I/O) devices interface 308, a network interface 310, an
interconnect 312, and a system memory 314. In various
implementations, controller 108 may include a server ma-
chine, personal computer, laptop computer, tablet com-
puter, personal digital assistant, mobile phone, mobile
device or any other device suitable for practicing one or
more of the contemplated embodiments.
[0036] Processor 304 may be any technically feasible
form of processing device configured process data and
execute program code. Processor 304 could be, for ex-
ample and without limitation, a central processing unit
(CPU), a digital signal processor (DSP), a graphics
processing unit (GPU), an application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
and so forth. Processor 304 includes one or more
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processing cores. In operation, processor 304 is the mas-
ter processor of controller 108, controlling and coordinat-
ing operations of other system components. System
memory 314 stores software applications and data for
use by processor 304. Processor 304 executes software
applications stored within system memory 314 and op-
tionally an operating system. In particular, processor 304
executes software and then performs one or more of the
functions and operations set forth in the present applica-
tion.
[0037] Similarly, processor 304 is configured to store
application data (e.g., software libraries) and retrieve ap-
plication data from system memory 314. Interconnect
312 is configured to facilitate transmission of data, such
as programming instructions and application data, be-
tween processor 304, system disk 306, I/O devices in-
terface 308, network interface 310, and system memory
314. I/O devices interface 308 is configured to receive
input data from I/O devices 316 and transmit the input
data to processor 304 via interconnect 312. I/O devices
interface 308 is further configured to receive output data
from processor 304 via interconnect 312 and transmit
the output data to I/O devices 316. For example, and
without limitation, I/O devices 316 may include one or
more microphones, one or more speakers, one or more
audio signals from a media system, a keyboard, a mouse,
and/or other input and output devices.
[0038] System memory 314 includes, without limita-
tion, a light emitting element control application 317 that,
in turn, includes an initialization module 318 and an op-
erational module 319. In operation, initialization module
318 receives instructions, typically in the form of mes-
sages, from identification and location module 218 and
testing module 219 of calibration application 217. Initial-
ization module 318 first receives an instruction from iden-
tification and location module 218 to return IDs for all light
emitting elements 106. Initialization module 318 causes
each light emitting element 106 to transmit a message
that includes the respective ID for light emitting element
106. After initialization module 318 receives IDs from all
light emitting elements 106, initialization module 318
transmits the set of IDs to identification and location mod-
ule 218.
[0039] Initialization module 318 receives a message
from identification and location module 218 instructing
that a first set of one or more light emitting elements 106
with specified IDs emit light with certain lighting charac-
teristics, such as color value, intensity value, or timing
characteristics. Initialization module 318 causes the first
set of light emitting elements 106 to emit light with the
specified characteristics. After identification and location
module 218 has identified the location of the first set of
light emitting elements 106, initialization module 318 re-
ceives a message from identification and location module
218 instructing that a second set of one or more light
emitting elements 106 with specified IDs emit light with
certain lighting characteristics. Initialization module 318
causes the first set of light emitting elements 106 to stop

emitting light. Initialization module 318 then causes the
second set of light emitting elements 106 to emit light
with the specified characteristics. The process continues
until identification and location module 218 has identified
the location of all light emitting elements 106 represented
in the list of IDs. Initialization module 318 then receives
a copy of light emitting element mapping database 235
from identification and location module 218 and stores
the copy into light emitting element mapping database
335.
[0040] Initialization module 318 then receives a mes-
sage from identification and location module 218 instruct-
ing that a first set of one or more light emitting elements
106 with specified locations emit light with certain lighting
characteristics, such as color value, intensity value, or
timing characteristics. Initialization module 318 retrieves
data entries from light emitting element mapping data-
base 335 corresponding to the specified locations. Based
on the data entries, initialization module 318 determines
the IDs corresponding to the specified locations. Initiali-
zation module 318 causes the first set of light emitting
elements 106 corresponding to the IDs to emit light with
the specified characteristics. After identification and lo-
cation module 218 has verified that the location of each
light emitting element 106 in the first set is correct, ini-
tialization module 318 receives a message from identifi-
cation and location module 218 instructing that a second
set of one or more light emitting elements 106 with spec-
ified locations emit light with certain lighting characteris-
tics. Initialization module 318 causes the first set of light
emitting elements 106 to stop emitting light. Initialization
module 318 then causes the second set of light emitting
elements 106 to emit light with the specified character-
istics. The process continues until identification and lo-
cation module 218 has verified the location of all light
emitting elements 106 represented in light emitting ele-
ment mapping database 335.
[0041] Operational module 319 is configured to cause
light emitting elements 106 to emit light with certain pat-
terns of varying color value, intensity value, and timing
characteristics. Operational module 319 identifies loca-
tions of one or more light emitting elements 106 along
with specified lighting characteristics corresponding to
each location of the one or more light emitting elements
106. Operational module 319 accesses data entries in
light emitting element mapping database 335 to deter-
mined corresponding IDs for each of the locations. Based
on the IDs, operational module 319 then sends messag-
es to cause each of the one or more light emitting ele-
ments 106 to emit light with the specified lighting char-
acteristics. Operational module 319 continues this proc-
ess to cause light emitting elements 106 to display the
desired lighting effects with various color values, intensity
values, and timing.
[0042] System disk 306 may include one or more hard
disk drives, solid state storage devices, or similar storage
devices. System disk 306 is configured to store non-vol-
atile data such as light emitting element mapping data-
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base 335. Light emitting element mapping database 335
stores associations between ID and location for each light
emitting element 106, as further described herein. In var-
ious embodiments, light emitting element mapping data-
base 335 may be a copy of light emitting element map-
ping database 235, as illustrated in Figure 2. In some
embodiments, network interface 310 may be configured
to operate in compliance with the Ethernet standard.

Identifying and Locating Wireless Light Emitting El-
ements

[0043] Figure 4 is a more detailed illustration of the
lighting substrate 107 of Figure 1, according to various
embodiments. As shown, lighting substrate 107 includes,
without limitation, light emitting elements 106-1, 106-2,
106-3, ... 106-N arranged in a rectangular grid pattern.
Each of light emitting elements 106-1, 106-2, 106-3, ...
106-N is associated with a different ID. Light emitting
elements 106-1, 106-2, 106-3, ... 106-N communicate
via a wireless communications channel. In operation,
light emitting elements 106-1, 106-2, 106-3, ... 106-N re-
ceive messages over the wireless communications chan-
nel and, in response, transmit messages over the wire-
less communications channel and/or emit light with spec-
ified lighting characteristics. If a light emitting element
106 receives a message with an instruction to return iden-
tification, then the light emitting element 106 transmits a
message that includes the ID. If a light emitting element
106 receives a message that includes the ID correspond-
ing to the particular light emitting element 106 to emit
light, then the light emitting element 106 emits light with
the color value, intensity value, timing, and/or other light-
ing characteristic specified by the received message.
[0044] Figures 5A-5C are conceptual illustrations of
how the system of Figure 1 may be configured to calibrate
light emitting elements placed on or embedded in differ-
ent lighting substrate configurations, according to various
embodiments. As shown in Figure 5A, a camera 515 is
directed at a lighting substrate 512 within lighting system
510. Lighting substrate 512 is in the form of a planar
surface that includes multiple light emitting elements,
such as light emitting element 517. Because the light
emitting elements are arranged in a planar fashion, a
single camera 515 is able to view all light emitting ele-
ments within lighting system 510. As shown in Figure 5B,
cameras 525-1 and 525-2 are directed at a lighting sub-
strate 522 within lighting system 520. Lighting substrate
522 is in the form of a cylindrical surface that includes
multiple light emitting elements, such as light emitting
element 527. Because the light emitting elements are
arranged in a cylindrical fashion, two cameras 525-1 and
525-2 are able to view all light emitting elements of light-
ing system 520. Additional cameras (not explicitly shown)
may be deployed as needed in order to reliably view all
light emitting elements within lighting system 520.
[0045] As shown in Figure 5C, cameras 535-1, 535-2,
and 535-3 are directed at lighting substrates 532, 534,

and 536 within lighting system 530. Lighting substrates
532, 534, and 536 are placed onto the front, right side,
and top, respectively, of a rectangular solid surface. In
some embodiments, additional lighting substrates (not
explicitly shown) may be placed onto one or more of the
bottom, left side, and back of the rectangular solid sur-
face. Each of lighting substrates 532, 534, and 536 in-
cludes multiple light emitting elements, such light emitting
element 537. Because the light emitting elements are
arranged onto a rectangular solid, three cameras 535-1,
535-2, and 535-3 are able to view all light emitting ele-
ments of lighting system 530. For example, and without
limitation, camera 535-1 could be directed at lighting sub-
strate 532, camera 535-2 could be directed at lighting
substrate 534, and camera 535-3 could be directed at
lighting substrate 536. Additional cameras (not explicitly
shown) may be deployed as needed in order to reliably
view all light emitting elements within lighting system 530.
[0046] Figure 6 is a flow diagram of method steps for
identifying and localizing wireless light emitting elements
that are placed on or embedded in a lighting substrate,
according to various embodiments. Although the method
steps are described in conjunction with the systems of
Figures 1-5C, persons skilled in the art will understand
that any system configured to perform the method steps,
in any order, is within the scope of the disclosed embod-
iments.
[0047] As shown, a method 600 begins at step 602,
where an identification and location module 218 execut-
ing on calibration system 102 transmits a message to
instruct that identifiers (IDs) associated with a set of light
emitting elements 106 included in a lighting system 104
be returned. In some embodiments, identification and lo-
cation module 218 may transmit the message to a con-
troller 108 within lighting system 104 that is executing an
initialization module 318. In some embodiments, identi-
fication and location module 218 may transmit the mes-
sage directly to light emitting elements 106. At step 604,
identification and location module 218 receives the set
of IDs either from controller 108 or directly from light emit-
ting elements 106 and stores the received IDs in light
emitting element mapping database 235.
[0048] At step 606, transmits a message to instruct that
one or more light emitting elements 106 emit light with
different lighting characteristics. In so doing, identifica-
tion and location module 218 retrieves one or more IDs
from light emitting element mapping database 235 and
transmits a message directed to each light emitting ele-
ment 106 corresponding to one of the retrieved IDs. Each
message instructs a light emitting element corresponding
to a particular ID to emit light with one or more specified
lighting characteristics. In a first technique, identification
and location module 218 transmits a message to instruct
that a single light emitting element 106 emit light at a
given color and intensity. In a second technique, identi-
fication and location module 218 transmits a message to
instruct that each of the one or more light emitting ele-
ments 106 emit light at a unique frequency or color value.
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In a third technique, identification and location module
218 transmits a message to instruct that each of the one
or more light emitting elements 106 emit light with certain
timing characteristics. For example, and without limita-
tion, identification and location module 218 could transmit
a message to instruct that each of the one or more light
emitting elements 106 emit light with different duty cycles,
different strobe frequencies, or modulated with different
data associated with the light emitting element 106, such
as the corresponding ID.
[0049] At step 608, identification and location module
218 detects the locations of the one or more light emitting
elements 106. Identification and location module 218 de-
tects the locations based on images or other signals from
cameras 110 and/or other photosensitive devices. Iden-
tification and location module 218 detects the locations
further based on the position of lighting system 104 rel-
ative to each of the cameras 110 and/or other photosen-
sitive devices. Depending on which of the techniques de-
scribed herein are employed, identification and location
module 218 may detect intensity, color, and/or timing
characteristics of the light emitting elements 106 current-
ly emitting light. In the first technique, identification and
location module 218 determines the location of the light
emitting element 106 currently emitting light. In the sec-
ond technique, identification and location module 218 de-
tects the frequency or color value of each light emitting
element 106 currently emitting light and determines the
location corresponding to each frequency or color value.
In the third technique, identification and location module
218 analyzes the incoming images over a period of time
to detect the timing pattern of each light emitting element
106 currently emitting light and determines the location
corresponding to timing pattern.
[0050] At step 610, identification and location module
218 associates the detected locations with the corre-
sponding IDs and stores the associations as data entries
in light emitting element mapping database 235. At step
612, identification and location module 218 determines
whether any additional light emitting elements 106 should
be identified and located. If no additional light emitting
elements 106 remain, then the method 600 proceeds to
step 614, where identification and location module 218
transmits a copy of light emitting element mapping data-
base 235 to controller 108. Controller 108, in turn, stores
the copy in light emitting element mapping database 335.
[0051] At step 616, a testing module 219 executing on
calibration system 102 performs a verification test. Test-
ing module 219 transmits a message to instruct that one
or more light emitting elements 106, corresponding to
specific locations, emit light with different lighting char-
acteristics. Via the techniques described herein, testing
module 219 analyzes images received from cameras 110
and/or other photosensitive devices to verify that the one
or more light emitting devices 106 are detected as being
in the correct locations. At step 618, testing module 219
indicates that the verification test has completed, causing
lighting system to stop executing initialization module 318

and begin executing operational module 319. The meth-
od 600 then terminates.
[0052] Returning to step 612, if additional light emitting
elements 106 remain, then the method 600 proceeds to
step 606, described above.
[0053] In sum, a calibration system is fitted with one or
more photosensitive devices, such as a camera. The cal-
ibration system is configured to identify and locate wire-
less light emitting elements mounted on one or more light-
ing substrates associated with a lighting system. The light
emitting elements are arranged in any desired 1D, 2D,
or 3D configuration. The calibration system receives a
set of identifiers (IDs), where each of the light emitting
elements is associated with a different ID. The calibration
system causes one or more light emitting elements to
emit light with specified lighting characteristics. Based
on the images received by the cameras, the calibration
system associates the location of each of the one or more
light emitting elements with the corresponding IDs. The
calibration system stores the associations as data entries
in a database. After the calibration system identifies and
locates all light emitting elements, the calibration system
transmits the database to the lighting system. The cali-
bration system and the lighting system then perform ver-
ification testing to verify the location of each light emitting
element. After completion of verification testing, the light-
ing system is configured to cause the light emitting ele-
ments to display patterns of color, intensity and timing
based on the associations stored in the data entries of
the database.
[0054] At least one advantage of the approach de-
scribed herein is that wireless light emitting elements are
automatically identified and located during post assem-
bly testing, thereby reducing labor costs associated with
manually presorting or recording IDs of the light emitting
elements. The reduction in labor costs may result in lower
total product cost and/or an increase in the quantity of
wireless light emitting elements that may be deployed for
a given target product cost. As a result, profit margin may
increase, end-user price may decrease, and/or more so-
phisticated lighting displays may be achievable without
increasing end-user price. Another advantage of the dis-
closed approach is that field service and refurbishing
costs may be reduced if the disclosed techniques are
employed in conjunction with replacing one or more light-
ing emitting elements after initial product shipment.
[0055] Aspects of the present embodiments may be
embodied as a system, method or computer program
product. Accordingly, aspects of the present disclosure
may take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment,
an entirely software embodiment (including firmware,
resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment
combining software and hardware aspects that may all
generally be referred to herein as a "module" or "system."
Furthermore, aspects of the present disclosure may take
the form of a computer program product embodied in one
or more computer readable medium(s) having computer
readable program code embodied thereon.
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[0056] Any combination of one or more computer read-
able medium(s) may be utilized. The computer readable
medium may be a computer readable signal medium or
a computer readable storage medium. A computer read-
able storage medium may be, for example, but not limited
to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, in-
frared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device,
or any suitable combination of the foregoing. More spe-
cific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer
readable storage medium would include the following:
an electrical connection having one or more wires, a port-
able computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access
memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable
programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash
memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-
only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device, a
magnetic storage device, or any suitable combination of
the foregoing. In the context of this document, a computer
readable storage medium may be any tangible medium
that can contain, or store a program for use by or in con-
nection with an instruction execution system, apparatus,
or device.
[0057] Aspects of the present disclosure are described
above with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or
block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems) and
computer program products according to embodiments
of the disclosure. It will be understood that each block of
the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and
combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations
and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer
program instructions. These computer program instruc-
tions may be provided to a processor of a general pur-
pose computer, special purpose computer, or other pro-
grammable data processing apparatus to produce a ma-
chine, such that the instructions, which execute via the
processor of the computer or other programmable data
processing apparatus, enable the implementation of the
functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block di-
agram block or blocks. Such processors may be, without
limitation, general purpose processors, special-purpose
processors, application-specific processors, or field-pro-
grammable processors or gate arrays.
[0058] The flowchart and block diagrams in the figures
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of
possible implementations of systems, methods and com-
puter program products according to various embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. In this regard, each block
in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a mod-
ule, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one
or more executable instructions for implementing the
specified logical function(s). It should also be noted that,
in some alternative implementations, the functions noted
in the block may occur out of the order noted in the figures.
For example, two blocks shown in succession may, in
fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks
may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, de-
pending upon the functionality involved. It will also be
noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or flow-

chart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implement-
ed by special purpose hardware-based systems that per-
form the specified functions or acts, or combinations of
special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for identifying and
locating wireless light emitting elements (106) within
a lighting system (104), the method comprising:

transmitting, to a plurality of light emitting ele-
ments (106), a first message instructing that
each light emitting element (106) included in the
plurality of light emitting elements (106) return
an identifier associated with the light emitting
element (106); and
receiving, from a first light emitting element (106)
included in the plurality of light emitting elements
(106), a second message that includes a first
identifier associated with the first light emitting
element (106),
transmitting a third message to instruct the first
light emitting element (106, 517, 527, 537) in-
cluded in the plurality of light emitting elements
(106) within the lighting system (104) to emit light
having a first characteristic;
detecting, via a photosensitive device, a first lo-
cation of the first light emitting element (106,
517, 527, 537) within the lighting system (104)
based on the first characteristic;
storing a first data entry in a memory, wherein
the first location is associated with the first light
emitting element (106, 517, 527, 537);
characterized in that the method further com-
prises:

transmitting a fourth message to instruct the
first light emitting element (106, 517, 527,
537) to emit light having a second charac-
teristic; and
verifying, via the photosensitive device, the
first location of the first light emitting element
(106, 517, 527, 537) based on the second
characteristic.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, fur-
ther comprising:

detecting, via the photosensitive device, a sec-
ond location of a second light emitting element
(106) included in the plurality of light emitting
elements within the lighting system (104) based
on the second characteristic; and
storing a second data entry in the memory that
associates the second location with the second
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light emitting element (106).

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2,
wherein the second light emitting element (106)
emits light having the second characteristic concur-
rently with the first light emitting element (106) emit-
ting light having the first characteristic.

4. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1 to 3, wherein the first characteristic comprises a
first color value and the second characteristic com-
prises a second color value.

5. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1 to 4, wherein the first characteristic comprises a
first intensity modulation frequency and the second
characteristic comprises a second intensity modula-
tion frequency.

6. A computer program product comprising program
code that, when executed by a processor (204),
causes the processor (204) to perform the steps of:

transmitting, to the plurality of light emitting ele-
ments (106), a first message instructing that
each light emitting element (106) included in the
plurality of light emitting elements (106) return
an identifier associated with the light emitting
element (106); and
receiving, from a first light emitting element (106)
included in the plurality of light emitting elements
(106), a second message that includes a first
identifier associated with the first light emitting
element (106),
transmitting a third message to a first light emit-
ting element (106, 517, 527, 537) included in a
plurality of light emitting elements (106) within a
lighting system (104) to instruct the first light
emitting element (106, 517, 527, 537) to emit
light having a first characteristic;
detecting, via a photosensitive device, a first lo-
cation of the first light emitting element (106,
517, 527, 537) within the lighting system (104)
based on the first characteristic;
storing a data entry in a memory, wherein the
first location is associated with the first light emit-
ting element (106, 517, 527, 537);
characterized in that the program code config-
ures the processor (204) to further perform the
steps of:

transmitting a fourth message to instruct the
first light emitting element (106, 517, 527,
537) to emit light having a second charac-
teristic; and
verifying, via the photosensitive device, the
first location of the first light emitting element
(106, 517, 527, 537) based on the second

characteristic.

7. The computer program of claim 6, wherein the first
characteristic comprises at least one of a color value
and an intensity modulation frequency.

8. The computer program of any of claims 6 or 7, where-
in the first characteristic comprises a timing pattern
associated with a duty cycle.

9. The computer program of any of claims 6 to 8, where-
in the first characteristic comprises a timing pattern
associated with a strobe frequency.

10. The computer program of any of claims 6 to 9, where-
in the first characteristic comprises a timing pattern
that represents an encoding of the first identifier (ID).

11. The computer program of any of claims 6 to 10,
wherein the first characteristic comprises a timing
pattern associated with at least one of pulse-code
modulation, quadrature amplitude modulation, and
pulse width modulation.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren zur Identifizie-
rung und Lokalisierung von lichtemittierenden Draht-
loselementen (106) in einem Beleuchtungssystem
(104), wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Senden einer ersten Nachricht, die anweist,
dass jedes lichtemittierende Element (106), das
in der Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden Elementen
(106) enthalten ist, eine mit dem lichtemittieren-
den Element (106) verknüpfte Kennung zurück-
sendet, an eine Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden
Elementen (106); und
Empfangen einer zweiten Nachricht, die eine mit
dem ersten lichtemittierenden Element (106)
verknüpfte erste Kennung beinhaltet, von einem
ersten lichtemittierenden Element (106), das in
der Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden Elementen
(106) enthalten ist;
Senden einer dritten Nachricht zur Anweisung
des ersten lichtemittierenden Elements (106,
517, 527, 537), das in der Vielzahl von lichte-
mittierenden Elementen (106) im Beleuchtungs-
system (104) enthalten ist, Licht mit einer ersten
Eigenschaft zu emittieren;
Erkennen eines ersten Orts des lichtemittieren-
den Elements (106, 517, 527, 537) im Beleuch-
tungssystem (104) basierend auf der ersten Ei-
genschaft durch eine lichtempfindliche Vorrich-
tung;
Speichen eines ersten Dateneintrags in einem
Speicher, wobei der erste Ort mit dem ersten
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lichtemittierenden Element (106, 517, 527, 537)
verknüpft ist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren
ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Senden einer vierten Nachricht zur Anwei-
sung des ersten lichtemittierenden Ele-
ments (106, 517, 527, 537), Licht mit einer
zweiten Eigenschaft zu emittieren; und
Überprüfen des ersten Orts des ersten lich-
temittierenden Elements (106, 517, 527,
537) basierend auf der zweiten Eigenschaft
durch die lichtempfindliche Vorrichtung.

2. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 1, ferner Folgendes umfassend:

Erkennen eines zweiten Orts eines zweiten lich-
temittierenden Elements (106), das in der Viel-
zahl von lichtemittierenden Elementen im Be-
leuchtungssystem (104) enthalten ist, basie-
rend auf der zweiten Eigenschaft durch die licht-
empfindliche Vorrichtung; und
Speichen eines zweiten Dateneintrags im Spei-
cher, der den zweiten Ort mit dem zweiten lich-
temittierenden Element (106) verknüpft.

3. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach An-
spruch 2, wobei das zweite lichtemittierenden Ele-
ment (106) Licht mit der zweiten Eigenschaft gleich-
zeitig mit dem ersten lichtemittierenden Element
(106) emittiert, das Licht mit der ersten Eigenschaft
emittiert.

4. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die erste Eigenschaft
einen ersten Farbwert umfasst und die zweite Eigen-
schaft einen zweiten Farbwert umfasst.

5. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die erste Eigenschaft
eine erste Intensitätsmodulationsfrequenz umfasst
und die zweite Eigenschaft eine zweite Intensitäts-
modulationsfrequenz umfasst.

6. Computerprogrammprodukt, umfassend Pro-
grammcode, der bei Ausführung durch einen Pro-
zessor (204) den Prozessor (204) veranlasst, die fol-
genden Schritte durchzuführen:

Senden einer ersten Nachricht, die anweist,
dass jedes lichtemittierende Element (106), das
in der Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden Elementen
(106) enthalten ist, eine mit dem lichtemittieren-
den Element (106) verknüpfte Kennung zurück-
sendet, an die Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden
Elementen (106); und
Empfangen einer zweiten Nachricht, die eine mit

dem ersten lichtemittierenden Element (106)
verknüpfte erste Kennung beinhaltet, von einem
ersten lichtemittierenden Element (106), das in
der Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden Elementen
(106) enthalten ist,
Senden einer dritten Nachricht an ein erstes lich-
temittierendes Element (106, 517, 527, 537),
das in der Vielzahl von lichtemittierenden Ele-
menten (106) in einem Beleuchtungssystem
(104) enthalten ist, zur Anweisung des ersten
lichtemittierenden Elements (106, 517, 527,
537), Licht mit einer ersten Eigenschaft zu emit-
tieren;
Erkennen eines ersten Orts des ersten lichte-
mittierenden Elements (106, 517, 527, 537) im
Beleuchtungssystem (104) basierend auf der
ersten Eigenschaft durch eine lichtempfindliche
Vorrichtung;
Speichen eines Dateneintrags in einem Spei-
cher, wobei der erste Ort mit dem ersten lichte-
mittierenden Element (106, 517, 527, 537) ver-
knüpft wird;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Pro-
grammcode den Prozessor (204) dazu konfigu-
riert, ferner die folgenden Schritte durchzufüh-
ren:

Senden einer vierten Nachricht zur Anwei-
sung des ersten lichtemittierenden Ele-
ments (106, 517, 527, 537), Licht mit einer
zweiten Eigenschaft zu emittieren; und
Überprüfen des ersten Orts des ersten lich-
temittierenden Elements (106, 517, 527,
537) basierend auf der zweiten Eigenschaft
durch die lichtempfindliche Vorrichtung.

7. Computerprogramm nach Anspruch 6, wobei die
erste Eigenschaft mindestens eines von einem Farb-
wert und einer Intensitätsmodulationsfrequenz um-
fasst.

8. Computerprogramm nach einem der Ansprüche 6
oder 7, wobei die erste Eigenschaft ein Zeitablauf-
muster umfasst, das mit einem Tastverhältnis ver-
knüpft ist.

9. Computerprogramm nach einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 8, wobei die erste Eigenschaft ein Zeitablaufmus-
ter umfasst, das mit einer Stroboskopfrequenz ver-
knüpft ist.

10. Computerprogramm nach einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 9, wobei die erste Eigenschaft ein Zeitablaufmus-
ter umfasst, das eine Codierung der ersten Kennung
(ID) darstellt.

11. Computerprogramm nach einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 10, wobei die erste Eigenschaft ein Zeitablauf-
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muster umfasst, das mit mindestens einem von einer
Pulscodemodulation, einer Quadraturamplituden-
modulation und einer Pulsweitenmodulation ver-
knüpft ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur pour identifier
et localiser des éléments électroluminescents (106)
sans fil à l’intérieur d’un système d’éclairage (104),
le procédé comprenant :

la transmission, à une pluralité d’éléments élec-
troluminescents (106), d’un premier message
ordonnant que chaque élément électrolumines-
cent (106) inclus dans la pluralité d’éléments
électroluminescents (106) renvoie un identifiant
associé à l’élément électroluminescent (106) ;
et
la réception, en provenance d’un premier élé-
ment électroluminescent (106) inclus dans la
pluralité d’éléments électroluminescents (106),
d’un deuxième message qui comporte un pre-
mier identifiant associé au premier élément
électroluminescent (106),
la transmission d’un troisième message pour or-
donner au premier élément électroluminescent
(106, 517, 527, 537) inclus dans la pluralité
d’éléments électroluminescents (106) à l’inté-
rieur du système d’éclairage (104) d’émettre de
la lumière ayant une première caractéristique ;
la détection, par l’intermédiaire d’un dispositif
photosensible d’un premier emplacement du
premier élément électroluminescent (106, 517,
527, 537) à l’intérieur du système d’éclairage
(104) sur la base de la première caractéristique ;
le stockage d’une première entrée de données
dans une mémoire, dans lequel le premier em-
placement est associé au premier élément élec-
troluminescent (106, 517, 527, 537) ;
caractérisé en ce que le procédé comprend en
outre :

la transmission d’un quatrième message
pour ordonner au premier élément électro-
luminescent (106, 517, 527, 537) d’émettre
de la lumière ayant une seconde
caractéristique ; et
la vérification, par l’intermédiaire du dispo-
sitif photosensible, du premier emplace-
ment du premier élément électrolumines-
cent (106, 517, 527, 537) sur la base de la
seconde caractéristique.

2. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 1, comprenant en outre :

la détection, par l’intermédiaire du dispositif pho-
tosensible, d’un second emplacement d’un se-
cond élément électroluminescent (106) inclus
dans la pluralité d’éléments électrolumines-
cents à l’intérieur du système d’éclairage (104)
sur la base de la seconde caractéristique ;
et
le stockage d’une seconde entrée de données
dans la mémoire qui associe le second empla-
cement au second élément électroluminescent
(106).

3. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel le second élément élec-
troluminescent (106) émet de la lumière ayant la se-
conde caractéristique en même temps que le pre-
mier élément électroluminescent (106) émettant de
la lumière ayant la première caractéristique.

4. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la
première caractéristique comprend une première
valeur de couleur et la seconde caractéristique com-
prend une seconde valeur de couleur.

5. Procédé mis en œuvre par ordinateur selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel la
première caractéristique comprend une première
fréquence de modulation d’intensité et la seconde
caractéristique comprend une seconde fréquence
de modulation d’intensité.

6. Produit de programme informatique comprenant un
code de programme qui, lorsqu’il est exécuté par un
processeur (204), amène le processeur (204) à exé-
cuter les étapes :

de transmission, à la pluralité d’éléments élec-
troluminescents (106), d’un premier message
ordonnant que chaque élément électrolumines-
cent (106) inclus dans la pluralité d’éléments
électroluminescents (106) renvoie un identifiant
associé à l’élément électroluminescent (106) ;
et
de réception, depuis un premier élément élec-
troluminescent (106) inclus dans la pluralité
d’éléments électroluminescents (106), d’un
deuxième message qui comporte un premier
identifiant associé au premier élément électro-
luminescent (106),
de transmission d’un troisième message à un
premier élément électroluminescent (106, 517,
527, 537) inclus dans une pluralité d’éléments
électroluminescents (106) à l’intérieur d’un sys-
tème d’éclairage (104) pour ordonner au pre-
mier élément électroluminescent (106, 517,
527, 537) d’émettre de la lumière ayant une pre-
mière caractéristique ;
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de détection, par l’intermédiaire d’un dispositif
photosensible, d’un premier emplacement du
premier élément électroluminescent (106, 517,
527, 537) à l’intérieur du système d’éclairage
(104) sur la base de la première caractéristique ;
de stockage d’une entrée de données dans une
mémoire, dans lequel le premier emplacement
est associé au premier élément électrolumines-
cent (106, 517, 527, 537) ;
caractérisé en ce que le code de programme
configure le processeur (204) pour exécuter en
outre les étapes :

de transmission d’un quatrième message
pour ordonner au premier élément électro-
luminescent (106, 517, 527, 537) d’émettre
de la lumière ayant une seconde
caractéristique ; et
de vérification, par l’intermédiaire du dispo-
sitif photosensible, du premier emplace-
ment du premier élément électrolumines-
cent (106, 517, 527, 537) sur la base de la
seconde caractéristique.

7. Programme informatique selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel la première caractéristique comprend
au moins l’une d’une valeur de couleur et d’une fré-
quence de modulation d’intensité.

8. Programme informatique selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 ou 7, dans lequel la première
caractéristique comprend une programmation dans
le temps associée à un rapport cyclique.

9. Programme informatique selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 8, dans lequel la première
caractéristique comprend une programmation dans
le temps associée à une fréquence stroboscopique.

10. Programme informatique selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 9, dans lequel la première
caractéristique comprend une programmation dans
le temps qui représente un codage du premier iden-
tifiant (ID).

11. Programme informatique selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 10, dans lequel la première
caractéristique comprend une programmation dans
le temps associée à au moins l’une d’une modulation
par codage d’impulsions, d’une modulation d’ampli-
tude en quadrature et d’une modulation d’impulsions
en durée.
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